Year 1 and Year 2
16th July 2021
News and Reminders
Transition Days
Last week the children spent some time with their new teachers and completed a range of activities to help them
settle and feel comfortable about the year ahead. They produced some lovely work and have already impressed their
new teachers with their attitude and determination to do well. It is inevitable that some children may feel a little
worried on their return in September but rest assured that your child’s well-being is our first priority and we will be
there to settle them in for the new school year.
Mini Olympics
This week the children went up to the field to take part in a round robin of Olympic themed events. They had a go at
some classic primary school events such as the fiendish egg and spoon race but also had a go at throwing and jumping
events. It is clear that we have a talented crop of children who may themselves become Olympic stars of the future!
Library Books
Just a little reminder to check and see if there are any school library books at home. If so, please could you return
these as soon as possible.

Summer learning
Although no formal learning will happen over the Summer many parents have asked what they could do to keep things
ticking over with their children.

Year 1 children (coming into year 2)
By the end of year 2, children need to know their 2, 5 and 10 times table so any practice on this would be great –
counting in these numbers when in the car or out and about can really help to develop quick recall and fluency. Also,
counting backwards and forwards from any number under 100. Furthermore, regular reading even if it’s just for 10-15
minutes a day will really help. This can be done with an adult or independently but a bit of both is ideal.

Year 2 children (coming into year 3).
By the end of year 3, children need to know 3, 4 and 8 times tables so any practice with this would be great. If your
child is not yet secure with 2, 5 and 10 times tables it would be worth prioritising this first.
Also a plea from staff in year 3, if your child can not yet tie their shoelaces could they practice over the Summer!
myON and Accelerated Reader
Your child’s accounts remain active over the Summer so please encourage them to logon and bank their words after
reading a book so they can get a head start for September. myON is a brilliant way to access free books online and
there is a link to allow them to quiz once they have completed a book.
If you have lost any logins for the above please let us know and we can send them home.
Many thanks for all your amazing support this year. We hope you have a fantastic Summer with the children and
can’t wait to welcome them back in September for what we hope is a more ‘normal’ year.
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Literacy and Topic:
The children spent some time looking at the different layers of the rainforest and examining the climate in the
rainforest and how it differs to ours. They also looked at the impact of deforestation and how it can affect the
habitat of different rainforest creatures and made amazing posters to encourage people to stop this from happening.
In literacy, they finished off their ‘Lazy Sloth’ stories and moved on to exploring different kinds of poetry including
shape poems, haikus and riddles. The children loved writing riddles where they wrote different clues on each line and
had to guess what each other were writing about.
Maths:
Year 1 continued to look at volume and capacity and described how full something is using fractions (half-full, quarter
full). Year 2 have been working on comparing and measuring volume and then moved on to some maths challenges where
they had to solve clues using their maths skills to crack the code to find out who was responsible for dastardly acts
(Who did stamp on the sandcastles?)
Religious Education:
We finished our topic ‘Do we need shared special places?’ by looking at a traditional Jewish wedding and then
considering the similarities and differences between this and a Christian wedding. We also spent time sharing our own
experiences of being at a wedding.
Christian Value Certificates
Congratulations to the following children for demonstrating our Christian Values
over the last two weeks.

Diary Dates
16th July: reports to be sent out
(via Parentmail).
21st July: Last day in school.

Beech16.7.21: Rocco Wheatley for RESPONSIBILITY. This week Rocco has taken a
real responsibility for challenging himself in all different subjects. He has
pushed himself to write more in Literacy, using question marks to question his
readers; made super predictions in maths using a range of different skills from
place value to space and directions; he has even challenged himself in Run a Mile
to break his 10,000 steps. What fantastic responsibility for your personal
challenges and effort you have put in. Well done Rocco!
Birch16.7.21: Emilia Winterbourn for LOVE. Emilia joined our class 3 weeks ago and
has brought some much joy with her. She puts 100% into every lesson and
always tries her best. She has made lots of friends and I know she will do well
in Year 2.
Blackthorn16.7.21: Stephen Chingore for LOVE. Stephen is such an amazing young chap who
is always full of positive energy. he gives 100% to everything he does and shows
love not only for his class, but also for all aspects of his education.

Break-up at 1pm.

